Abstract-Network reconfiguration of ship power system may be abstracted as a typical non-linear discrete optimization problem featuring multi-target and multi-constraint. According to the characteristics of ship power system, simplified network model and reconfiguration mathematical model of ship power system are established. A multi-agent and genetic algorithm is presented. The results of simulation show that multi-agent and genetic algorithm can reconfigure shipboard power system efficiently.
II. SIMPLIFIED NETWORK MODEL AND RECONFIGURATION MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SPS

A. Simplified Network Model
Large SPS is usually made up of several power stations, every station is composed by several generators. A ring or ladder power system is built by loop switches among buses and main switchboards, the loads get power from buses or distribution switchboards. Important loads can get power through normal routes or alternative ones by automatic or manual switches. The loads can be graded into three ranks, of which Rank 1 and Rank 2 loads usually have two power supply routes, the normal one and the alternative.
The research of this paper is based on the typical three-power-station ladder shipboard power system, its simplified network model is given in Fig. 1 . G1   G2   F1   F2   I1  M2   I3   I4  I5   I6   G3   G4   F3   F5   F6   F4   M2   I3   I7   M8   I9   I10   I11   I12   I13   M14   I15   I16   I17   I18   I11   I12   I15   M14   I5  I6  I17   I18   M8   I9   G5   G6   F7   F9   F10   F8   0 The system is made up of 6 generators G, 18 loads (including static loads I and motors M), 10 feeders F and 6 jumper wires L. The switchboards and jumper wires divide the whole system into three power stations. The alternative routes of important loads are connected by dashed lines.
According to the graph theory, in Fig. 1 the electrical devices connection wires are abstracted to be branches, while the connection points between the devices to be nodes. So Application of Multi-agent and Genetic Algorithm in Network Reconfiguration of Ship Power System there are totally 15 nodes and 51 branches in the whole system.
B. Network Reconfiguration Mathematical Model
SPS requires the maximum load restore and supply power for important loads (Rank 1 and Rank 2) in priority after network reconfiguration, and make the operation times of switches as few as possible. So the object function can be expressed as following 
III. MULTI-AGENT AND GENETIC ALGORITHM (MAGA)
A. Application of Multi-agent in Network Reconfiguration of SPS
Considering of regional autonomy of multi-agent [3] , the set of non-switch devices controlled by switch devices on the same regional feeder can be regarded as one agent. Therefore, the SPS network may be divided into some separate power supply agents. The SPS network shown in Fig. 1 can be divided into several feeder units. Each one is abstracted as a regional feeder agent. A regional feeder multi-agent network model is proposed, shown in Fig. 2 .
The regional feeder agents are intelligent, they can judge and make decision autonomous. According to the operation condition of SPS, the regional feeder agents can communicate with adjacent agents so as to guarantee stable operation of SPS.
B. MAGA
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an iterative adaptive random searching method based on natural gene selection mechanism, it has better robust and search ability. Discrete states of switches and circuits are expressed as a series of binary codes to calculate and process easily [4] .
Different from traditional GA, MAGA is based on improved feedback theory. The improved feedback evolves GA in specific direction in sample selection, gene covering position, crossover, mutation, and so on. MAGA makes regional feeder agents as individual codes, 0 and 1 represent states of power supply, 0 for no power, 1 for power supply. Based on agents' autonomy and activity, individuals in MAGA can communicate with others about genetic information. Especially in the process of crossover, mutation and optimal searching, regional feeder agent can change the individual codes in the smaller extension according to the object function, so as to change the network topology in the smaller extension and supply power in the optimal way.
The flow chart of SPS network reconfiguration based on MAGA is shown in Fig. 3 . In the algorithm, formula (2), (3), (4) are to calculate individual selection probability, crossover probability, mutation probability.
Individual selection probability are the maximum and minimum mutation probability; G e n is the maximum iterative times.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the SPS network model in Fig. 1 , according to the different complexity degrees of faults, there are two cases to reconfigure using MAGA.
In the simulation, the number of individuals is 150, the maximum iterative generation is 200, the initial value of crossover probability is 0.8 (the maximum is 0.9, the minimum is 0.7), the initial value of mutation probability is 0.1 (the maximum is 0.1, the minimum is 0.07).
The individual codes after initialization are: 11111111111110000111111111000011100111111111001111 1
A. Example 1
Assuming a fault occurs in regional feeder agent 9, the individual codes with fault are: 11111111101110000111111111000011100111111111001111 1 MAGA is used to carry out network reconfiguration, simulation results are as following: 1) Regional feeder agent 27: the initial value is 0, the ultimate value is 1.
2) Fitness value is 5.63265, switch operation times (SOT) is 1.
The changes of fitness and SOT are shown in Fig. 4 . Simulation results show that regional feeder agent 9 communicates with adjacent agent when fault occurs, and choose the alternative route (regional feeder agent 27) to supply power. MAGA gets the best fitness value 5.63265 from the 50 th iteration, but only until the 82 nd iteration it gets the minimum SOT: 1. So we get the best network reconfiguration solution from the 82 nd iteration. 
B. Example 2
Assuming faults occur in regional feeder agent 11, 20, The changes of fitness and SOT are shown in Fig. 5 . When faults occur, the regional feeder agents with fault communicate with adjacent agents. The adjacent agents would firstly estimate self-capacity. If all the constraint conditions are satisfied, they would supply power to the fault agents by alternative routes. MAGA gets the best fitness value 5.61035 from the 116 th iteration, but only until the 119 th iteration it gets the minimum SOT: 3. So we get the best network reconfiguration solution from the 119 th iteration.
C. Comparison with Traditional GA
In order to verify the validity of MAGA, the simulation results of two examples are compared with traditional GA, shown in Table I and II:  Table I and II show that the application of multi-agent could significantly enhance the effect of intelligent network reconfiguration. It can accelerate convergence and optimization of intelligent algorithm. In example 1, multi-agent speed up convergence and optimization of traditional GA. In example 2, based on the information exchange between agents, MAGA change the network topology in the minimum extension to reconfigure. It gets a better reconfiguration solution. 
